The Austin Startup Library (2014-2017) has been retired.

We recommend that you consult these excellent resources in its place:

**The Guide to Austin's Startup Ecosystem: 400+ Resources for Entrepreneurs**  
The Founders Institute  
August 2018

**A Guide to UT Austin's Startup Ecosystem**  
Herb Kelleher Center, McCombs School of Business, UT Austin  
September 2018  
(check for updates [here](#))

**Texas Startup Resources Directory**  
Office of the Governor - Economic Development & Tourism  
December 2017

The Austin Startup Library was a project of the Austin Technology Incubator and the IC² Institute at The University of Texas at Austin. ATI thanks Kari Beets, Alex Seibel, Travis Hyzak, Ryan Field, and the many others who contributed to ASUL over the years!

---

**Looking for historical information? You may browse the 2014-2018 content here.**
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